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Abstract 
A  numeric experiment of dispersion equation by absolutely stable scheme in this article. We can solve the problem 
with  arbitrary step in time direction theoretically and  the computation will be an easy and simple by then, and so we 
can solve the problem that the additional boundary values must be given first for present difference schemes when we 
try to realize the calculation by then. 
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1. Introduction 
Dispersion equation is an very important partial differential equation . This equation is an typical 
representation on dispersion  problem, it is more important since the soliton was found  in the study of the 







 dispersive term,   is coefficient of 
dispersive ter.m.  We  do the special  research for the third differential term as to study KDV equation. 
The simplified model is U  .  A lot of difference scheme has been devised for U  , 
but all the schems faced a same problem: the number of the number is bigger than the number of  
xxxt aU= xxxt aU=
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equation in the linear equations from difference scheme, despite explicit  or  implicit , therefore,  a 
additional boundary value must be given, else, we cannot get the solution of the equation[1-5]ˈand the 
additional boundary values can not be deduced from the problem itself. Usually, the additional boundary 
values can be given as the exact values     in many  numeric instances, though they can be used to show 
the property pf the scheme,  they can not be used to the real computation. To solve the problem  mention  
above, a kind of explicit – implicit scheme was constructed  to solve the problem directly , moreover, the 
computation can be done explicitly.. 
2   THE  NUMERIC SCHEME
For equation       ,                                                                                                          (2.1) t xxxu au=
we can get the explicit scheme  
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= q . is parameter, both the order of their truncation error is 2( )O hτ +
3   THE ANALYSIS  OF  THE  STABILITY 
By Fourier analysis and Miller theorem we can know that the stable condition  of   equation  (2.2) is  
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From (2.5) we  know  ,                                           (2.6) 1 2 1 2( ) 2 1 2 2 0,( [0,2])v m m v m m vΦ = + + + ≥ ∀ ∈
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The sufficient and necessary condition for (2.6) is   
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The sufficient  condition for (2.7) is                         (2.9) ''(0) 0, (2) 0, ( ) 0,( [0,2]),v vΨ ≤ Ψ ≤ Ψ ≥ ∀ ∈
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meanwhile, (2.12) holds  too. 
  From (2.13) we know the  necessary condition for (2.10)  and  (2.11) is                (2.14) 0,r <
and  the sufficient  condition for (2.10-2.11)  is  1 2 1 1
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From (2.13),(2.14) and (2.15) we know         21
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At last, we get the sufficient stable condition for (2.2) is 
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4   NUMERIC EXPERIMENT 
Supose  the initial problem of equation is       ˈ .Ut xxxaU= ( ,0) cosU x x=
The  analytical solution of  the  equation is   the numeric solutions are showed in the 
following table, in which  the values is the error 
( , ) cos( ),U x t x at= −
( , ) .lj n jU x t U−    
Part one, in which, a=-1 h= /100 m =-(  ), by  scheme  (2.2). 28r 2r−
Table 1 r=-10, 2 1(1 8 r) / 2m m= − +
20 40 80
200 2.200181 03 9.331055 04 2.20202







Table 2  r=-100, 2 1(1 8 r) / 2m m= − +
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20 40 80
200 0.1353451 1.692783 02 0.1767749





Table 3   r=-100, 2 1 1(1 2 )( / r 2) / 4m m m= − + +
20 40 80
200 0.13534587 1.693144 02 0.1767841 .





Part two, in which, a=-1 h= /100 m =-( ), by  scheme  (2.3). π 2
28r 2r+
Table 4   r=10, 1 2(1 8 r) / 2m m= − −
20 40 80
200 2.23483 03 5.884541 04 2.08373 03









Table 5  r=100, 1 2(1 8 r) / 2m m= − −
20 40 80
200 0.1818094 8.8584101 04 0.13021 03





Table 5  r=100, 1 2(1 8 r) / 2m m= − −
20 40 80
200 0.1818094 1.885734 02 0.1302232 .
400 0.5562245 0.5567293 0.2096296
e − −
−
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